About Mike

Certifications
Mike Berry is a
renowned authority and
trainer for Public Safety
Diving and specializes
in teaching underwater
criminal investigations.
He is the author of
PADI’s Public Safety
Diver course and The

Water’s Edge, the
quintessential manual on
underwater criminal
investigations. With 35
plus years of experience
as a police diver and 30
years as a dive team
leader and instructor,
Mike has led some of the
world’s largest and most
dangerous underwater
recovery operations while participating in over
a thousand underwater criminal investigations.

Certification is an essential part of any
professional organization. With UCI, students
receive two
certifications for every
course taken:
1) UCI certification for
their professional Public
Safety Diver training
portfolio.
2) PADI (Professional
Association of Diving
Instructors)
certification, which
contributes directly to their overall diving
portfolio.

SM

Mission Ready!

UCI certifications NEVER expire and are
recognized worldwide.

Mission Statement
UCI’s mission is to train public safety divers to
be highly competent, certified and professional
Underwater Criminal Investigators.

Real Evidence
UCI is the only training
company in the world
that integrates real
missions recovering
real criminal evidence
as part of the training
program.
Did you know? UCI recovers thousands of
dollars’ worth of evidence each year during
training!

UCI Instructors
Unlike other PSD training companies, UCI
does not mass produce our instructors. UCI
Instructors are specifically chosen based on
their:
*QUALIFICATIONS
*EXPERIENCE
*INSTRUCTOR SKILLS
The unique thing about UCI Instructors is…
“Not Everyone Can Be One”

For more information:

www.ucidiver.com

434.594.5006

The Master’s Program

Courses
The Underwater Criminal
Investigator Course
UCI’s foundational course designed to give the
knowledge and skills to succeed as a true
professional Underwater Criminal
Investigator.

Body

ehicle

Vehicle
Evidence

4-days of intensive training – One day of lecture
and Three days of open water training. This
course focuses on the 3-core components of
search and recovery diving: body, vehicle and
evidence recovery. Students learn UCI
designed recovery techniques that are now
being used internationally and copied by other
PSD training agencies.

ALL UCI courses are
approved for GI Bill Benefits

The Master Underwater Criminal Investigator
Program is the only course of its kind in the
world and is UCI’s training program designed
to focus on
advanced
recovery
techniques
of Public
Safety
Diving. The
Master UCI
course
builds on
the skills acquired in the UCI course and takes
these skills to an advanced level. Students
are trained and certified as:





Body Recovery Specialist
Vehicle Recovery Specialist
Evidence Recovery Specialist
Crime Scene Metal Detector Specialist
Special Note: Each course can be taught
separately in a 1-day format

After
completing
the 5-day
course, the
students
are certified
in all four
additional
areas as
well as
being awarded the coveted Master
Underwater Criminal Investigator
certification. If that isn’t enough, certified
Rescue Divers are qualified for the PADI
Master Diver rating as well.

Public Safety Diver
Courses
The Public Safety Diver
course establishes a solid
foundation in Public Safety
Diving and focuses on: self,
other PSD and non-diver
rescue. The PSD course
has the highest
prerequisites in
the industry!
The Advanced
Public Safety
Diver course is
UCI’s advanced
rescue program designed to cover vehicle
related rescues and away from shore rescues.
Master Public
Safety Diver is UCI’s
highest ranking PSD
certification and UCI
is the only training
company that offers
this coveted PSD
recognitions.
The Public Safety Dive Commander course
is UCI’s leadership course and is a
comprehensive PSD
program designed to
train team leaders in
how to properly manage
dive teams and lead
comprehensive dive
operations. This
program was designed by Mike Berry who is
recognized as one of the most experienced
PSD Dive Leaders in the world!

Formula for success: Most experienced and qualified instructors + training programs designed by the recognized experts in the field = UCI

